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Deification of Zora NealHurston as a Great Mother started when Alice

Walker erected a gigantic black stone in the ``Garden of the Heavenly Rest,"

where Hurston's body supposedly lies. Hurston, the namboyant novelisト

folklorist of the Harlem Renaissance onceknown as Hgueen of the Niggeratti,''

is said to have died "sick and lonely,penniless and forgotten"with the ebb of

interest in black art after the 40S (Hemenway 4). Impressed by Hurston's work

on folklore, Mules culd MeTl, Walker decided tovisit her grave, only to find that

there was no tombstone of Hurston in the cemeteIy. Unable to find the exact

place where the body was, she set the stone at a "hole''which was

approximately at the center of the graveyard 【Walker 105). Walker's

resurrection of Hurston has surely born fruit: A托er Walker's 1975 essay "ln

Search of Zora Neale Hurston," which depicts the gravestone episode and was

later included in Ill Search oJ Our Mot71erS'GaT-dens, Robert Hemenway

published Hurston's biography in 1977, and what fわllowed was, as it were,

"Zora Neale Hurston renaissance" 【Washington xiii). In the late 70s and

throughout the 80S, many of her work, which had gone out of print at that

time, were reprinted, and her oeuvre now ranks among the canon of American

female literature. Michael Awkward establishes her as an "initiator of an AfroI

American women's tradition in novelsM (Awkward 12), whose work has

profoundly inf一uenced Toni Morrison, Gloria Naylor, not to mention Alice

Walker. As a body of intertextual reading between the works of Hurston and

those of her literary daughters shows, Hurston'S status as a fecund Great

Mother has firmly taken root in AfhcanAmerican literature criticism. But who

gave birth, in the beginning, to this Great Mother?

Critics have attempted to account fわr this question in tens of Hurston's

oⅥュrelationship to her mother. The famous deathbed scene of her mother in

her autobiography has always attracted critics'attention･ On her deathbed the

mother gives the daughter several instructions which go against the custom of

the community, but the daughter cannot carry them out･ HHer mouth was
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slightly open, but her breathing took up so much of her strength that she could

not talk But she looked at me, or so I felt, to speak for her, She depended on

me for a voice''(Dust Tracks 616)I So Hurston's very act of writing is often

interpreted as an attempt to give a voice to her silent mother,land the literary

matri1ineage seems to be certificated･ However, her writing itself suggests more;

her father haunts her as well.

In the dominant Hurston scholarship, the father-daughter relationship has

been largely ignored, especially on account of Hurston's oⅥm assertion in her

autobiography that she was "Mama's child''(619). But at the same time the

text, Dust Tracks oTl a Road, betrays the narrator's acute anxiety over the

perennial dilemma between "mama's daughter" and "papa's daughter." Her

appearance and behavior clearly manifest that she inheritedthem from nobody

but her meandering father, a gifted pastor whose dramatic language once

converted "as many as seventy-five in one two-weekperiod of revival" (758).
"Some children are just bound to take after their fathersinspite of women's

prayers" (580), confesses Hurston, and she reveals a strange obsession for

obtaining the manuscript of the toⅥ1 law wdtten by her father, John Hurston,

Later on, he was to be elected Mayor of Eatonville for three terms, and to

write the local1aws･ The village of Eatonville is still govemed by the laws

formulated by my father･ The t0-- clerk still consults a copy of original

printing which seems to be the only oneinexistence now. I have tried

every way IknOw how to get this copy for my library, but so far it has not

been possible. I had it once, but the town 出erk came and took it back.

【569)

The law of John Hurston seems to have stillwieldedanabsolute power over the

townthen,and, possibly, over Hurston herself.

In the discussion mat fわllows,仇erefbre, I shall attempt to sbi托tbe critical

gaze from Hurston's mother-daughter relationship to the father-daughter
relationship, which has been submerged in the shadow of the massive

gravestone of the Great Mother. Hurston wrote two stories about the Father.

One is JoTlah's Gourd Ⅵne, a semi-autobiographicalnovel based on a checkered

career of her father,and the other is Moses, Man ofthe Mountain, which deals

with the life of the Father of Israel, In the extant Hurston scholarship which

attempts to put Hurston on the throne of the progenitor of literary matrilineage,

little attention has been devoted to these two novels, when compared to 771eir
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Eyes Were Wαtcfling God, a "mother text" (Wall 662) on which critics'interest

converge･ As the following part of this essay shall attest, however, examining

these two works will serves to reveal the complex process of Hurston's

construction, or rather deconstruction of the authorialsubjectivity through the

struggle over the language of the other, which parthenogenetic myth of

matri1ineage alone might dismiss･ The first half of my argument dealswith

Jonah, seeing it as a novel about the murder of the Primal Father, which helped

the initial construction of Hurston's authorialsubjectivity, And theanalysis of

the snake motif in JonaTlwill lead us to the second half, which examines how in

Moses she deconstructs her once established sense of authorship. Through

intertextualreadingwith Sigmund Freud's Moses and MonotTleism, which was

published in the same yearas Hurston's Moses,the novel on the "great low

giver" (Moses 337)will present itself as a text of the retum of the repressed

Father･When linked together, Hurston's act of writing these two novels onthe

Father can be seen asanin丑nite literary act of searching for the Law of the

Father.

1 ･ Jonah's Gourd VJ'ne as a Text of the Origina一 Murder

JoTlafl's Gourd ⅥTle l 1 934) is a semトautobiographical novel centering on the

vicissitude of the life of John Pearson, a fictive figure modeled after Hurston'S

own father, John Hurston. The close affinities between the two Johns are

readily observable when we tum to her autobiography: Both John Hurstonand

John Pearson were born in Notasulga, Alabama, as a son of "Amy''

Hurston/Crittendenand a white man, then married a spirited girl "Lucy Potts"

and later settled downin Eatonville, Florida, where John became the gifted

pastor of a Baptist church, And there he was bereft of his Ⅵdfe, who is after

having long suffered from John's promiscuity gave as she lay dying famous

instructions to her daughter Zora Neale Hurston/her fictionalcounterpart

"Isis." Shortly after hiswife's death, Reverend Hurston/Pearson remarried a

wicked womanwho corrupted his life as a preacherand led him astray, sothat

John Hurston/Pearson divorced her and a托er the tⅣing period of declining

years was killed in a traffic accident. That is what the two works tells us about

John.

The very fact that Zora Neale Hurston, now almost unanimously seen as a

matrilinealancestor of AfdcanAmerican Literature, started her literary career

with the story of a father deserves more thana passing notice. More noteworthy
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is, however, that despite the strong resemblance between her oⅥm father and

the fictionalone, Ilurston makes severalpivotalchanges to the fomer's life in

Jonah especially about his death･ Examining JoTlah's Gourd ViTle, then, might

shed new light on the beginning of her literary act: in rewriting her father's

death and thus in murdering him literarily, Zora Neale Hurston was bom, or

rather bone herself, as an author.

In considering the implication of Hurston's revision of her father's death

her remarks upon the novel would provide a starting-point. Jonafl's Gourd Ⅵne,

published in May 1934, was apparently written in a rather hasty manner.

Urged by the publisher Bertram Lippincott, who had read her short story The

Gilded Six-Bits''(1933) and was positive of her latent talent as a novelist, she

started writing the novel on July 1, 1933, and finished it on September 6

【Hemenway 189). However, One of her letters shows that the idea of the novel

seemed to have been long in her mind-at least since her first research trip in

1927, when she returned to her hometown Eatonville and saw her eldest

brother Bob in Memphis, Tennessee.2 Hurston recollects this "beautihll

reconciliation" tDust TT'aCks 685)with her long estranged brother and relates

her father's death, about which she heard from him:

My father had been killed in an automobile accident during my first year

at Morgan,and Bob talked to me about his last days. In reality, my father

was the baby of the family･ With my mother gone and nobody guide him,

life had not hurt him, but it had tuned him loose to hurt himself, He had

been miserable over the dispersion of his children when he came to

realize that it was so. We were all so sorry for him, instead of bitter as

might have been expectedl Old Maker had left out the steering gear when

He gave Papa his talents. (685)

Unlike his fictional counterpart, John Hurston was killed not by train but by an

automobile, and "the beautiful reconciliation" seems to have been between her

and her father, as well as herand her brother.

What is more striking here, however, is Hurston's evasiveness about her

father'S "last days･" Both Dust Tracks and Jonah give an account of John

Hurston's remarriage occurring immediately after Lucy Hurston's death and of

the succeeding catastrophe the secondwife brought into the family. There was,

according to Dust Tracks, a bloodthirsty fight between young Zora and her

stepmother and after this incident, John Hurston is said to have distanced
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himself from the wife and ended up divorcing. JonaTl depicts the divorce of the

couple likewise･ A recent reassessment of Hurston's life, however, provides

biographical facts about the relationship between John Hurston and his second

wife which disprove Hurston's account. Throughthe interviewwith Hurston's

niece Winifred Hurston Clerk and an examination of both Hurstons'Family

Bible and the Census Report, Pan Bordelon unveils the fact that John Hurston

had not divorced Mattie-the secondwife named "Hattie''in JonaJ1-aS Hurston

depicts in both Dust Tracks and Jonah, Census verifies that Mattie was still his

wife when John died in 1918,and according to Winifred Hurston Clerk, Mattie

got along fairly wellwith John Hurston's other children. Furthermore, Bordelon

maintains that John Hurston'S "last days" were covered inglory in terms of his

status in Eatonville: after Lucy's death in 1904, "【John】 grew in stature in the

Eatonville community as the pastor of Macedonia Baptist Church and was

elected mayor of the toⅥュin 1912, a post he held until 1916" 【Bordelon ll).

John Pearson's brutal but heroic death in Jonah was, then, Zora Neale

Hurston's own creation: her original father John Hurston was not exiled from

Eatonville, nor was he killed by the deus ex machina fわrce of the Hdamnation

train" (Jonah 150) after betraying his "thirdwife" who did not exist in reality.

But the full meaning of this crucialrevisionwill not be clear until we examine

the whole symbology of Jonah's Gourd Vine. For this train that kills John

Pearson is a reflection of the master trope of this novel: the snake, the

counterpart of the won that encroaches on the biblical version of Jonah's

gourdvine.

The title phrase of the novel comes from the Bible as Hurston herself

admitted in a letter to Carl Van Vechten: …oh yes, the title you didnt 【sic]

understand･ (Jonah 4:6110) You see the prophet of God sat under a gourdvine

that had grown up in one night･ But a cut won came along and cut it doⅥ1.

Great and sudden growth. One act of malice and it is withered and gone. The

book of a thousand million leaves was closed" (Kaplan 291). Far from being "the

book of a thousand million leaves," the book of Jonah consists of only fわur

verses which depict a prophet who hasalways attempted to escape from his

duty of delivering the words of God.Whereas the Biblical Jonah's protecting

plant, gourd, is smote by "a cut won" sent by God in order to punish the

prophet's a汀OganCe, the tree of grace in Hurston's Jonah is to be devoured by a

snake, one of her literary totems･3

Hurston's strange obsession with snakes o托en manifests itself in her

works.4 It makes her abruptly blurt out in Dust 7Tacks, quite out of context: "In
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contrast to everybody about me, I was not afraid of snakes. They fascinated me

in a way which I still cannot explain" lDust Tracks 596).Asif acting outthis

strange fascination, snakes regularly appear in Hurston's works. ln her short

story "Sweat" (1926) Hurston sets a snake in the center of the plot: a haughty

manSykes Jones who hasalways abused hiswife Delia, plots to kill herwith a

snake, but it is Sykes who is actually bitten by it and dies血･om the poison. Also

in SerapT1 0Tl的e SwaTlee (1948) Jim Meserve, the husband of the protagonist

Arvay, tries to kill a big snake inaneffort to show off his masculinityin front of

hiswijTe, only to be choked by it almost to death, More significantly, Mules and

MeTl (1935), Hurston's first book of folklore published later but completed

earlier than JoTlaTl, Provides a stunning image of Zora Neale Hurston cladin

snake-skin in an initiation ritual of hoodoo. In this ritual, Hurston was

wrapped in snake-skin,and after sixty-nine hours of fastingand searching for

the spirit, was at last unitedwith "the Great One"within snake-skinenfolding

her･ On her back her mentor painted the lighting symbol that assimilates itself

to the shape of仇e snake, and Hurston says, "仙is was to be my sign fわrever"

(Mules 191).

JonaTl is no exception for such snake obsession. As Lilly P. Howard correctly

points out, "snakesand snake symbolism abound in JoTlah. And whenever they

appear, they portend danger and evil against which John must forever be on

guard if he is to survive" (Howard 84), Alan Brownalso observes that "the

snake … is an outward manifestation of the evil side of man's nature that has

tempted mankind since the Garden of Eden" 【Br0-1 80), and in his argument

"仇e evil side of man's nature" is comected especially to John's intense sexual

appetite･ Brown's assumption which regards John as a tragic figure torn

between the camaland the spirit typifiesthe criticalreadings of Jonah,5and

certainly Hurston seems to depict John, at least on a certain level, as an

AfdcanAmerican Adam who has once lived in the Edenic world but is destined

to fal1･ Just as Adamis seduced by Eveinto eating the forbidden fruit only to be

exiled from Eden, John fallsvictim to the temptation of women'Sfleshand is

throwll Out Of the communityas a fallen minister･ So the snake, the original

seducer of Eve, appears to be appropriate forthe agent of his doⅥlfall,

In Jonah, the snake makes its first appearance gesturing the danger from

theriverbed･ John Buddy Crittenden,anillegitimate child bom during slavery

as a son of Any and a white man-presumably her master Al一 Pearson-is an

object of the incessant hatred of his stepfather, Ned Crittenden, because of his

lighter skin･When Ned tries to chokeAmy who fights against him in defense of
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her son, Johnknocks downhis stepfather on the noorand decides to cross

over the Creek. "G'Wan, son,and be keerful uh dat foot-log 'cross de creek. De

Songal1atChee is strong water,and look out under foot so's yuh don't Bit snake

bit''【12), wams his mother, and John swims over "de Creek" naked without

actually meeting the snake, and finally reaches the land where he was born,

John's encounter with the snake is, however, only postponed. A托er the

"Symbolic baptism" rWilson 68) of crossing over theriverand being employed by

Al一 Pearson, John is allowed to go to school, where he is named "John Pearson"

after his master/presumable father and meets hisfuturewiLTe Lucy Potts.When

John walks Lucy home across the branch she wams him about a snake, "dat

ole devil … skeeringfo1ks since befo'Ah WJZ bomed''【JonaT1 33). John steps

downinto the water andviolently killsthe cotton-moccasin. This action is his

courting,and in killing the phallus-like snake he seems to promise her that he

will abandon his infinite sexualappetite for other womenand devote himself to

her, But while John tries to assure Lucy of the death of the old devil, she is still

frightened: "Reckon his mate ain't gonna fわllow us for killin'dis one?''【34).

These words of the young prophetess are to come true, for the dead snake

treads on John's heel to keep seducing him, and he cannot abandon his lust,

Andthe scene of snake-killing recurs in his dream even after Lucy's death as

an unfulfilled promise to torture him.

But more significantly, the dead snake pursues John, metamorphosing into

another serpentine devil, which, in the end, kills him: the train. Many critics

haverightly suggested the train-snake connectionand observed the integral

role the train plays in the text-John'S obsessive admiration for the train is

underscored throughout the novel, and ultimately it is the train that takes his

life･6What is not stressed is, however, that the apple the serpent induces Adam

to savor is, the forbidden fruit of knowledge, and that the train as a

transformed snake in this novel likewise tempts John into the divineknowledge

of God's word. John'S丘rst encounter with the train occurs immediately a氏er

the initial crossing of the Creek. Held spellbound by the train which is referred

to twice as "monster''【16), and "trying to keep sight of the taft" of it (17 italics

mine), John talks to a black man standing by him:

"It say something but Ah ain't heered it 'nough tub tell whut it say yit,

You know whut it say?''

"It don't say nothin'. It jes'make uh powerful racket, dassal1.''

"Naw, it say some words too. Abm comin'heah plenty mo'times and
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den Ah tell yuh whut it say.''(17)

This encounter with the snakelike monstrous train uttering strange words is

the pivotal moment of the novel, for JoTlah revolves around John's struggle

through his growth of linguistic consciousness･ As GaIY Ciuba adequately

explains, "lt]he throbbing vehicle offers neither a recognizable message to be

heard nor a conventional text to be read; rather, it challenges the young

langu∈唱e user With the pure problem of interpretation‥=John discerns its

potential message as part of the exegesis that engages him throughout the

mover lCiuba 1201121)･ After this initiation and under the protection of his

white father, John acquires literacy that enables him to be the husband of the

learned girl Lucy and a priest, One who interprets the inscrutable words of

train/God to convey them to the ears of the people.

John's consuming passion fわr the train and the association between the

words of the train and those of God become clearer as the novel develops･When

his mother comes from the other side of the Creek to fetch him, in the depths of

despair John stares at "the song book" of the choir given by Lucy's brother, who

is a minister of Macedonia Baptist Church. On the cover of the book was his

crude drawing of a railroad train" (38) and he frenziedlyruns to the station to

hear the chant of the train once again: "Then as she pulled into the station, the

powerful whisper of steam･ Starting off again, Wolf coming! Wolf coming! Wolf

Coming! 0pelika-black-and dirty, 0pelika-black-and dirty! Auh-wah-hoooon'-

into the great away that gave John's feet such a yeaming for distance" (39).

This time the train'S ecstatic utterance approximates to the human language to

John's ears, renecting John's ownyeaming for distance･ John's yeaming for

both the train and distance is to be fulfilled when he is expelled from Notasulga

on charge of stealing hogsand battering Lucy's brother･ Alf Pearson gives John

fifty dollars saying, "John, distance is the only cure for certain diseases" (86),

and lets his prodigal son go, So excited was John at the firstride on the train

that "he got off the train at evely Stop SO that he could stand off a piece and

feast his eye on the engine･ The greatest accumulation of power that he had

ever seen''【89)･ The almighty engine takes him to Sanfbrd, Florida, where he

leans to preach impersonating the preacher he saw in a church, and hearing

his imitative sermon, One of his friends suggests him that he become a

preacher at a "colored town''(92) in need of a minister: Eatonville.

While the train surely brings John to the Promised Land where he

flourishes as a preacher, it also overdrives itself to throw him out. John'S
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insatiable lust for the flesh of women eventually degrades his fame as a

preacher, and the remarriagewith Hattie Tyson, a disreputable woman who

had an affairwith John while Lucy was still alive, gives John a finishing stroke.

After John restores his reasonand divorces her, she sues him and plots his

downfall･ Even his old friends forsake him, seeking to induct a more

respectable pastor･ Required to give a semon to prove himself, he delivers a

homily of the …wound of Jesus."

Nowhere else in the novel than in this semon do the secret words of the

train unveil themselves more sublimely. And the sermon connates the two

central motifs, the snake and the train･ Starting quietlywith the prelude on the

wound of Jesus, John's final sermon accelerates itself and wildly drives

through the world of the Old and New Testaments, modulating its mode from

the prose in Standard English to the free verse in the dialect. With the

locutionaIY mark "ha!" and "ah" studded eveIYWhere, the sound of the semon

itself approximates to that of the "schickalack"ing (16) train･ Departing from

God's creation of the man, the sermon fiercelyruns through Lake of Galilee, the

table of the Last Supper, and me house of the Pilate. Culminating its speed in

the face of Jesus, the sermon finally finds a proper metaphor for itself, the
``damnation train":

I heard the whistle of de damnation train

Dat pulled out丘.om Garden of Eden loaded with cargo goin'to hell

Ran at break-neck speed all de way tわm de law

All de way thru de prophetic age

Au de way thru de reign of kings andjudges-

Plowed her way thm Jurdan

And on her way to CalvaTy, When she blew for de switch

Jesus stood out on her track like a rough-backed mountain

And she threw her cow-catcher in His side and His blood ditched de train

He died fbr our sins.

Wounded in the house ofHis九･iends.

That's where I got off de damnation train

And dat's where you must get ofr, haH150-1)

Jesus, the son of the ferocious God of the Old Testament, throws his body upon

the train. He kills himself to stop the damnation train that set off from the

"Garden of Eden," where Adam and Eve, the first human beings, arouse the
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wrath of God by eating the forbidden fruit ofknowledge seduced by the old

devil, snake･ The catalyst of the originalsin transforms itselfinthe shape of the

train,and Jesusthrows himself upon it to redeem the offspring of the original

SmnerS.

One question we may profitably ask is why John resigns his ministry

position a托er仇is se-on-by his own will･ The semon actually succeeds in

driving the congregation into frenzy, So that they implore John to give the

Communion･ The attempt, however, proves to be in vain; "`No, chillum, Ah-jut

can't break-can't break de breadwid y'al1 no mo',"and he leaves the pulpit

(152)I John's act of declining the Communion, the ceremony of internalization

of Jesus by eating the bread which symbolizes His dead body7, is almost

equivalent tothe rejection of the communal redemption. So the ex-preacher,

who describes his own sermon as "uh whole heap uh rigmarole''(152), is to be

expelled from the community,

When considered in the context of the novel, for all the power and the

dramatic, John's last sermon, is indeed "rigmarole": it stands out awkwardly

from the rest of the novel･ Hemenway, Calling the sermon "a linguistic tour de

force," points out its problematic nature: "As we become captured by John's

language, his personalcrisis-whether to remain as a manof God-fades to the

background" (Hemenway 196) and "lthe sermon] gives us few insights into

John's interior struggle" (198)I Hemenway ascribes this dysfunction of the

sermon to the factthat Hurston transplanted it from her field note almost

verbatim: "it does not grow fromthe novelist's trying to createanappropriate

semon fbr John's crisis. It was collected血･om the Reverend C. C. Lovelace of

Eau Gallie, Florida, on May 3, 1929, and Hurston had published it befわre, in

her Negro essay" (197)･ His suggestion is instructive enough and contains

grains of truth･ Certainly, John is here made to speak somebody else's words,

not his own, so that his preaching fails to illustrate his ownpredicament, even

if he tries to revealhimself through identifyingwith Jesus who bears the wound

inflicted by friends. However, it is hasty to dismiss the sermon as a mere defect

of the novel･ On the contrary, the very fact that the discourse of the other in the

fbm of the semon stands at odd with the context of the novel and that John

removes himself from the pulpit after the preaching speaks of nothing other

than John's dilemma from which he cannot extdcate himself.

Prophets are not, despite the word's etymology, those who make prophecy:

their prophecy is only endowed by God. Their words are not of theirs, but of

God･ the absolute Other･ Only temporarily dothey keep the sacred wordsand
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interpret them to hand down to the people. In short, they are the mouthpiece of

God. Jonah, the Biblical counterpart of John, is the prophet who abhors his

duty as a God's mouthpiece. Twice God punishes him for his dereliction of

duty: the first agent of the punishment is the large fish, and the second is the

worm which devours the protecting gourd vine. Jonah'S offspring, John

Pearson, too, is the man who suffers the role of God's mouthpiece. His words

are always not of his own, never renecting his inner connict. His words, or

God's words, always exceed him.

What initially made John exuberate as a pastor par excellence was an

indifference toward such otherness of the language. Before the last sermon, he

could casually maneuver languagewithout ever having experienced the schism

between words and what仇ey should mean. As a quick leaner who can adapt

himself to language other than his own, he attempts to grasp the sound of the

train as a mysterious language and later establishes himself as a gifted

orator/pastor who transmits the enigmatic words of God, the absolute Other.

John once experiences his sermon as a blissful moment when the words of God

naturally descends to him･ A托er the trial semon which pushes him up to an

impregnable position as a pastor of Zion Hope, John confides to Lucy: "Lucy,

look Ink Ahjus'found out whut Ah kin do, De words dat sets de church on fire

comes tub me jus'so･ Ah reckon de angels must tell `em tub me''(Jon氏h 96)i

Even in丘'Ont of the parishioners who have become distrust血1l of Rev. Pearson

for his philandering, John can maintain his position as a spokesman of God:

"When Ah speak tub yuh from this pulpit, dat ain't me talkin', dat's de voice uh

God speakin'thrume･When de voice is thew, Ah jus'uhnother one uh God'S

crumblin'clods" 【104)･ Insisting on his being "uh natchel man''who only

happens to have a talent to hear what God says, John barely sustains his

ministry position by separating his words and his deeds. Thus he "moved down

to the Communion table and in a feeling whisper went thruthe sacrifice of

God''(105) at this point.8

However, as mentioned earlier, John rejects the Communion after the final

semon･ Looking into the abyss lying between the words he utters and what he

would have conveyed to the people through those words, Rev. Pearson

unfortunately awakes to the othemess of language. He at last seems to grasp

the connotation of the secret words of God/train through the metaphor of the

bloodstained confrontation between the damnation train and Jesus. As usual,

the parishioners ecstatically consume his semon as ethereal music. However,

he, aswitnesses to the murder of Jesus, wakes to the original "killing of the
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thing" behind the establishment or language. Language, or the Law of the

Father, erects itself through the sacrifice of the thing itself. The original is, or

rather has been, lost forever.What he desperately seeks to offer in the face of

his community through words would never reach them; the congregation only

feast on the signifier. Having fathomed the abyss, John retreats from it.

Namely, for him, the last sermon was the awakening of the schizophrenia of

linguistic consciousness･ He can no longer stand his duty of speaking the

language of the other as a mouthpiece of God,

God, however, Would never absolve the neglectful prophet from his duty.

After resigning the ministry position, John seeks work as a carpenter but the

community weeds out the ex一minister who has spoiled the land of communal

redemption･ Cast out, John forlom1y moves to Plant City, where he runs across

awidowed woman who welcomes him to her home, Later on, John marries this

wealthy womanand it is she who encourages him to go up to the pulpit once

again Her name is "Sally Lovelace･" This marriage is, for John, or rather for

Hurston, almost tantamount to the reunion between him and the discourse of

the other･ As Ciuba argues, "John actually weds the secret word, for his new

wife bears the very name of the preacher-the Reverend C. C. Lovelace-whose

semon Hurston used as the basis of John's valediction at Zion Hope" 【Ciuba

130)I By becoming Sally Lovelace's husband, John seems to appropriate the

large heritage of late Mr, Lovelace: his houses, hiswife, and his words. This

appropriation apparently succeeds in sweeping away John's suffering about the

otherness of language so that John nourishes once again as a minister in

Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church. John's pilgrimage, however, doesn't end in Plant

City･ Again, John falls into the captive to the old devil･ Recommended by Sally,

John revisits Eatonville in the Cadillac she has bought him. In Eatonville, Ora,

an Eve-like girl, seduces him to make love with her. On his way back to Plant

City, filledwith the guilt of having betrayed hiswife, John drives on but "half-

seeing the railroad looking inward''(167), and is mn over by the train.

John's betrayal of Sally which triggers his death is almost identical to that

of Lucy･ for to John, Sally isanincamation of Lucy: "He had prayed for Lucys

retum and God had answeredwith Sally" (167).While his remarriage with Sally

connotes John's reunionwith sacred language, his first marriagewith Lucy can

be seen as the original unionwith language. Lucy, who "kin spell eve'y word in

Lippincott's Blue-back Speller''【26), is fわr John an embodiment of the wisdom

and the knowledge of language. "Handling Big †oman, Lacey, Semmie, Bootsie

and Mehaley merely called fわr an action, but with Lucy he needed words and
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words that he did not have" (31). Lucy is "words of words" 【Ciuba 123) to John.

Anthony Wilson's contention that Lucy is the primal agent of John's tragic

bifurcation is relevant here: "Early on, Hurston conflates John's relationship

with Lucy and his relationship with the church, and hence with a new vision of

the spiritual...,With Lucy, John develops a sense of love detached from the

physical, and thus a sense of the Christian dualityofbody and soul that comes

to toment bim''rWilson 69)･ Although I am not fully in accord with Wilson's

assertion that John consciously has suffered from his first marriage-for the

schism becomes visible only when he delivers the last semon-it is certain that

Lucy is responsible fわr his schism: it is she who requires John to dispense with

the prellinguistic relationshipwith the bodily world, offering an altemative to

the language-controlled world･

Like the deserted child of Freud and Lacan's famous episode of "fort/da,"

who enters into the Symbolic by abandoning the existence of the mother,9 John

learns to prove Hhis new power to communicate his thoughts by scratching

Lucy's name in the clay wherever he fわund a convenient spot" (31), On the

adobe of Aunt Pheeny's chimney reads his scratching: "`Lucy,‥Lucy Ann,‥Lucy

Potts,‥Lucy and John,‥Lucy is John's girl,‥No 暮nife can cut our love into,'

`Lucy Pearson…'(38). John's intense anger toward Mehaley's act of erasing the

gra汀iti suggests his adherence to these representations, For John, who

standing by the graffiti sobbingly says that "she ain't gonna want no over-de-

creek nigger" (38), those representations are the only thing he canhave control

over, just as the spool is fわr the deserted child.

John's courting act of killing the cotton moccasin, then, resembles

castration''in two senses7 0n the one hand, castration is a gesture of

abandoning the enormous sexual appetite-as John did in an effort to attain

the love of the chaste Lucy. On the other hand, it is a rite of initiation into the

world of language, or the Symbolic.What the child of "fort/da" abandons is a

euphoric relationship with his mother, in which he can imagine himself as the

ultimate object of her desire: Phallus. This resignation is caused not only by his

sense of lonesomeness but also by the threat of the Law of the Father which

forbids him incest, Underthe threat of Father, the infant cannot desire to be

Phallus any more, but at the same time he is now able to desire to have

Phallus, which enables him to represent the lost object through the function of

symbolization･ Interestingly, in John's dream, the scene of killing the snake

recurs in tandemwith his presumable father Alf Pearson's voice:
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One night John had a dream. Lucy sat beside a stream and cries because

she was afraid of a snake･ He killed the snakeand carried Lucy across in

his armto whereAlf Pearson stood atthe cross roadsand pointed doⅥm a

white shell roadwith his walking cane and said, "Distance is the only

cure for certain diseases,''and he and Lucy went racing dowll the dusty

wbite road together, 【155)

Distancing himself from the thing itself,andthereby castrating himself, John

offers himself upon the altar of Lucy, the embodiment of the language-

controlled wodd. To put it another way, He transfbms the dead snake into

languageand in so doing gains "the word that he did not have" (31).

A比er losing Lucy and then parting with the language, he apparently

extricates himself from the otherness of languageand reunites withit through

Sally, thealter ego of Lucy･ However, the false appropriation of language of the

other is to be punished; language mustalways remain the Other'S. God has the

authority of the wordsand never forgives the treacherous prophet who claims

property other than his･ mus the BiblicalJonah's gourdvinewithers: So does

John'S･ The Godlike trainruns over him, executing the fraudulent prophet who

has fondly imagined that he could be the master of the words. His dead body is

not allowed to speak aェything of his predicament; Sally Lovelace, weeping hard,

says "Ah got one consolation, he sho Ⅵ〔ユZ true tub me-･Ah'll never regret uh

thing･ He wuz true tuh me''(167)･Asthe bread of the Communion symbolizes

the dead body of the sacrificed detached from the originaldead body to redeem

the sinners, John's body becomes a symbol deprived of its existence. Zion Hope

which once expelled him arranges the memorial for John Pearson, setting "the

flower-banked chair that represented the body of Rev. Pearson" (168), The

community is held together once again bythe dead body of John.

It is worth notingthat the agent of his finalsuccumbing is named Ora, who

keeps calling him "daddy･" me daughter Zora/Ora seems to cleverly make John

violate the Law of the Father twofold: not only does he contrive to cancel the

othemeSs of language, but he also commits incest･ Perhaps, in writing Jonah,

Hurston succeeded in usurpation of the literaly language from her father: by

depicting her father asanoffender against the Law of the Fatherand punishing

him ou behalf of the Law garbed in her literary totem snake-skin, she has

established herself as a guardian of the language of the other. Thus in

narrating her father's lifeand deathin her OWII Way and thereby murdering him
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1iteradly, Zora Neale Hurston gains control over her fatherand becomes the

novelist, who administers the world of symbolic meaning, Howard insightfully

observes that "perhaps it lthe writing of JoTlah] was... a real, though

subconscious, therapeutic effort to rid herself of herambivalent feelings toward

her father････ Hurston believed her father to be, like her protagonist, avictim

rather thana criminal offender" (Howard 90-91). But Howard is not totally

accurate when she says that "it is Jona71's Gourd ⅥrLe, then,that the conflict

between fatherand daughter is finally resolved" (91), The resolution, be it Tlnal

or not, is to be carried over in another story of Father, Moses, Man of the

MouTltaiTl.

2. Moses, Man of the Mountain as a Text oHhe Retum oHhe Repressed

Just as Hurston's first story of Father JoTlah's Gourd Ⅵne sprouts from the

Biblicalsoil, another story of Father signals itself from the Biblical mountain.

This time, its protagonist is Moses, the Father of Israel. While Jonah only

alludes to the Bible mainly by its title, Moses, Man of the MountaiTl (1939)

attempts directly to rewrite the Biblicallegends, Hurston begins the novelwith

an introduction, declaring the concept of the novel:

Mos'es wasanold manwith a beard･ He was the great lawgiver･ He

had some trouble Ⅵdth Pharaoh about some plaguesand led the Children

of Israel out of Egypt and on to the Promised Land, He died on Mount

Nebo and the angels buried him there. That is the common concept of

Moses in the Christian world.

But there are other concepts of Moses abroadinthe world. Asiaand

al1 the Near East are sownwith legends of this character. They are so

numerousand so varied that some students have come to doubt if the

Moses of the Christianconcept is real, Then Afhca has her mouth on

Moses. (337)

As Timothy P. Caron succinctly summarizes, Moses "is an empowering

revoicing of the Exodus story that responds to the white South's racist biblical

interpretive communities by appropriating a key figure from the Bible, by

intertextually recasting Moses as an Afhcan-American liberator" 【Caron 83).

Needless to say, however, it is not Hurston's innovation to rewrite the Moses

legend; there exists the long-standing AfricanAmericantradition of identiかng
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the oppressed Hebrewwith the African American suffering under the slavery

and its postbellum co汀elative Jim Crow, as a number of spirituals that depicts

Moses as the emancipator powerfully illustrates. Hurston's use of African

American dialect in this novel reinforces this identification, but at the same

time, the novel's satirical tone over the conflict between Moses as a reluctant

liberatorand his ever grumbling people caused unfavorable reviews at the time

of its publication. Alain Locke dismissed it as "caricature instead of

portraiture,''and Ralph Ellison deplored that "this work set out to do fわr Moses

what The Green Pastures,'did for Jehovah: for Negro fiction it did nothing"

(Iiemenway 273). Recent criticism of Moses, by contrast, rightly appreciates the

text's complex strategy of destabilizing the monolithic concept or racial identity,

especially considering the historiCalContext-therise of fascism in Europe-in

which the novel was written. 10 Although these criticisms which secure Moses as

an elaborate politicalallegory is highly plausible, there seems few attempt to

associate the novel with other novels Hurston wrote, considering the novelist's

personal, Compelling need to produce it as a novel. But reading Moses by

exploring the intricate relation with Jonah will seⅣe to reveal Hurston's dimcult

process of refoming herself as a novelist, who deals with language of the other･

In her attempt to give a voice to A打ica so that she can recast the biblical

saga, Hurston presents Moses as a hoodoo man par excellence･ This view of

Moses as an outstanding conjure man has already appeared in Jonafl･ Deacon

Harris, asked by Hattie whether he believes in hoodoo, says: "Yeah, Ah do, Mrs.

Rev'und･ Ah done seen things done･Why hit's in de Bible, Sister! Look at

Moses･ He's de greatest hoodoo man dat God ever made-･Ya, indeed. Sister

Pearson･ De Bible is de best conjure book in de world" (Jonafl 124). And on

September 1934, shortly after the publication of JoTlafl, Hurston wrote "The

Fire and The Cloud,''a short story which depicts the last moment of Moses,

who talks with a lizard on Mount Nebo. But it was not until a托er the research

trip to Haiti, On which she published the folklore book Tell My Hot-Se f1938),

that she developed the concept further. In Haiti, she met Moses who is

worshipped as the Hserpent god" 【Moses 337): "Moses had his rod of power,

which was a living serpent, So that in every temple of Damballa there is a living

snake. or the symbol''(337). Hurston, nve years a托er the publication of her first

and snake-haunted novel, still seems to have been haunted by the snake.

Besides this revision of Moses as a hoodoo man, Hurston poses another

radical challenge to the Bible: Moses as an Egyptian Whereas the Bible

presents Moses as a Hebrew fortunately adopted by an Egyptian princess,
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Hurston rejects this notion. Hurston's Moses is a noble Egyptian, a son of the

Egyptian princess and Assyrian prince･ And it is a lie told by a Hebrew girl

Miriam, on which Hebrews, knowing the improbability of the girl's stoIy, Create

the legend of a "Hebrew in the palace" (371) in order to survive their hardship of

slavery･ Thus Hurston ascribes the Christian concept of the Hebrew Moses to

the communal desire of Hebrews.

Surprisingly enough, there is another person contemporaneous with

Hurston who imagined an Egyptian Moses and interpreted the notion of the

Hebrew Moses as a collective illusion of Hebrews: Sigmund Freud. In 1937, two

years before the publication of Hurston's Moses, Freud published two essays on

Ima90 Which were later collected in Moses aTld Monotheism (1939), one of the

most controversial and perhaps the least accepted books by Freud. Freud

himself was well aware of the unorthodoxy and eccentricity of the book, So

much so that he gave the first draft the title: The Man Moses, a mstorical Novel

(Freud 3)･ ln this book, Freud revitalized a theory of the primal history scene

which he drewinTotem and Taboo (1912). First, he portrays Moses as a noble

Egyptian who defends the monotheistic religion rooted in lkhnaton era, the

religion which was outlawed in his time, And he confers it upon those who have

been deprived of their God: the oppressed Hebrews. A托er having been liberated

by Moses, however, the Hebrews begin to rebel against the strictness of the

religion Moses imposed upon them, then murder him and try to fわrget the

whole memory of him including his religion. As Freud shows in Totem, the

murder of the PrimalFather is, once it is repressed, only to haunt the murderer

and retums in a more abstract and absolute form. Thus the Egyptian Moses is

fusedwith the second Moses, a Midianite priestand a son-in-law ofJethro, and

it is he who establishes the foundation of the Judeo-Christian tradition.

Despite its remarkable idiosyncrasy-or, perhaps fわr the very perplexing

idiosyncrasy itself二一this strange coincidence with Hurston's and Freud's

conception of Moses as an Egyptian remains almost neglected in Hurston

scholarship･ Hemenway does suggest the uncanny contemporaneityof Freud's

theoIY and Hurston's fiction, saying that "Hurston may have read Freud's

articles, or she may have come to her vision independently; whatever her

source, she clearly holds that Moses was an Egyptian whom Jewish myth

undertook to transform into a Jew" (Hemenway 257). Still, he doesn't delve into

the implication of Hurston-Freud connection. Barbara Johnson is a rare

exception reading the two books of Moses in the light of intertextuality. In her

groundbreaking essay, Johnson poses a provocative question: "Why would
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either Freud or Hurston want Moses to beanEgyptian? If Moses is the object of

a cultural idealizing transference both for Jews and for blacks, what is the

significance of this separation between the idealized leader and the people he

liberatesr (Johnson 1 5, italics original).

According to Johnson, to consider the backgrounds of their writing offers

the key to比is question･ Freud wrote his essays under仇e protection-and at

the same time under the repression-of the Catholic Church, fearing that "the

publication of lhis] work would result in仇e loss of仇at protection''(Freud 57).

i`Then, suddenly came the Ge-an invasion," says Freud, "and Catholicism

proved, to usethe words of the Bible, 'a broken reed" (57). He is expelled from

his homeland because of his race, and this enforced migration to England

enables him to "speak and write … as 【he】 wishfes】 or 【he1 must" (57). In

illustrating Moses asanEgyptian, not the descendent of Joseph, Freud directly

opposes the patriarchy of Christianity･ Johnson hence acutely argues that

"Freud, in a gesture that itself resembles an Oedipal murder, replaces the

primal Jewish father with a non-Jew''【Johnson 21)･血so Hurston's attempt to

represent Moses the Egyptian defies the long-established AfricanAmerican

tradition, for in this tradition, Moses is seen as a fellow liberator who rescues

hispeople-that is, those of the same race as his-from the oppression of

slavery･ Then, Hurston's writing of Moses, too, resembles "an Oedipalmurder, "

However, in considering the implication of Hurston'S "Oedipalmurder" in

Moses, We should not confine our intertextualreadingwithin the relationship

between the two books-or three books, including the Bible as Johnson does-

of Moses; Moses, Man oJ tTle MouTltain should be positioned in relation to

JoTlah's Gourd ⅥTle aS Well･AsJohnson explains, the three books of Moses are

haunted by the motif of rewriting･ The original text Bible itself provides twice-

Written stone tablets of the Ten Commandments; Freud wrote his essay twice,

first in Austria, then in England;and Hurston too, "has Moses write twice, not

only in the traditionalscene (to which she devotes very little attention) butalso

ina strange supplementary scene that occupies a central place in the novel"

(Johnson 25), which indicates the scene where he rewrites the "Book of Thoth"

a point to which we shall retum later. In this novel, however, Hurston herself,

as well as her protagonist, attempts to rewhte the primal text: her first novel,

Few critics have observed the interrelation of the two novels, but Ann

Rayson remarks the similarity between the two protagonists: "it lMoses】

continues the character development of the Southern black preacher-

womanizer with a gift for oratoryand charm. Secondly, lit] reintroducesthe
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theme of pettymen versus realmen"and it is thus "a natural outgrowth of

JoTlafl's Goul'd ViTle" (Rayson, qtd. in Howard 1 13). Rayson's assertion that

Moses is modeled a托er John Pearson-who himself is made a托er John

Hurston-seems quite accurate. Hurston surely renders Moses a naturalman

who has sexualappetite, which its source book the Bible never admits. The

EthiopianPrincess, thewife of the marriage of convenience, "Idoes】 not awaken

the urgeinhim to give her the pain and tenderness that makes up a marriage"

(Moses 393)and fascinated by the sensual second wi允Zipporah, Moses even

twice inclines to escape from his duty as a liberator of the Hebrews, and is

reproached by his step-father, Jethro. He has also sufferedthe rebellion of the

people he liberated, and the connict between the leader and his community

becomes one of the major themes of the novel, However, unlike John Pearson

who has suffered from his lustal1 his life and is expelled from the community,

Moses overcomes both the carnal desire and the antipathy of the people to

transcend his literary precursor. Surely, Moses is the "outgrowth" of John. But

the affinity between JonaTl and Moses does not confine itself within their

protagonists'sexual appetite and their collision with the communities; these

works share two central tropes: the crossing over and the snake.

Two works cross each other, inthe first place,withthe scene where the

protagonists cross over the water after having been reproached for the impurity

of their blood. As mentioned earlier, John crosses over the Creek afterknocking

doⅥl his step-father who has always abused him saying "IJohn] don't even

know his pappy''(JoTlah 40) and calls him "yaller god''(5), "punkin-colored

bastard," and "half-white youngun" (10), Moses, an Egyptian prince, is an

object of the incessant jealousy of his uncle, Ta-Phar, who spreads a virulent

rumor that Moses is a Hebrew. On hearing the rumor, his Ethiopian wife

vehemently condemns himand the rage aroused by her remarks makes Moses

lose self-control. Walking out of the palace, he sees an Egyptian overseer

cruelly tormenting a Hebrew labor,and the nausea caused by the scene makes

him strike the overseer so fiercely that he kills him. Learning about this

incident, Pharaoh tries to have Moses assassinated, So Moses has to leave

Egypt As the scene of John's crossing over is narrated in highly lyriCaltone,

the description of Moses'crossing over becomes almost a chant with the

repetition of the phrase "he had crossed over":

Moses had crossed over. He was notinEgypt, He had crossed over and

now he was not an Egyptian He had crossed over. The short sword at his
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thigh had ajeweled hilt but he had crossed over and so it was no longer

the sign of the high birth and power. He had crossed over, So he sat down

on a rock near the seashore to rest himself. He had crossed over so he

was not of the house of Pharaoh, He did not oⅥl a palace because he had

crossed over. He did not have an Ethiopian Princess for a wife. He had

crossed over, He did not have friends to sustain him, He had crossed

over･ He did not have enemies to strain against his strength and power.

He had crossed over. The sun who was his fhendandancestor in Egypt

was arrogant and bitter in Asia. He had crossed over. He felt as empty as

apost 710le for he was none of the things he once had been. He was a

mansitting on a rock･ He had crossed overt (Moses 409-410, italics mine)

What emerges through the persistent repetition is an incantation which

reduces Moses into "nobody,''whereas John's crossing over to his birthplace

transforms him into "somebody:'particularly a son of his biological father Alf

Pearson. Expelled from his pseudo-father for the impurity of blood, John

crosses over the Creek and meets his "real" father who endows himwith the

clothes of his legitimate son Alfred, then his own, and the notebook of

plantation management which he primarily intended to entrust toAlfred (45);

Moses undresses himself only to become …empty as a post hole.'‥▲Highlightened

through this repetition of words is the night of the text after itself, a building of

cyclic power like a 菖yre, tightening and winding its coils a massive energy," says

Karla Holloway, and Hit is a structure at the pinnacle of the semiological

relationship between the signifier and that which is signified I.lPOn, because, in

the coiling, the distinction between the two is lost''【Holloway 4ト2)･ Johnson

seems to concur with Holloway: …To achieve the status not of a sign but of a

signi爪er, Moses undergoes the cancellation of all he signifies''(Johnson 24).

Thc･ugh both Holloway's and Johnson's argument offer a fruitful means of

understanding of the scene. it is not sufficient to say that "lMoses] has become

as empty as a flOle" lJohnson 24, italics mine)･What he becomes is not merely
``a hole''but "a post hole" which looks fわrward to having its emptiness filled

with a "post" And the postwill soon penetrate the hole, again in the form of the

Phallic snake.

John, who has been fascinated by the snake-like train, is killed by it in the

end. As has been already suggested in the fbregoing argument, the snake-like

train embodies the otherness oHanguage: in an e汀ort to exorcise it and

appropriate the discourse of the other, John is murdered for his ambitious
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misappropriation･ The executioner of his death was his daughter attired in the

skin of her totem, and through this literary murder she establishes herself as

the novelist Zora Neale Hurston. But as Freud theorized in Totem and later

performed it in Moses and Monotheism, the murdered original father always

haunts the murderer-the repressed is only to retum, but this time, in a more

abstract fbm･ The Hebrews who had murdered Egyptian Moses regretted the

murder, so that they fused himwith the later religious founderand equipped

him with the name of Moses. In a similar vein Hurston murdered the Primal

Fatherand resurrected him. The manwho was resurrected is equippedwith

the almightyrod which takes after the executioner of the PrimalFather. This

man is Hurston's Moses, worshipped as a Hserpent god" Moses 337).

Asnoted earlier, what makes people among Afhca,America, and the West

Indies tremble in awe is Moses'"rod of power." The rod is endowed on the

Mount Sinai by the Lord, who declares "`I AM WHAT I AM'" (455) and

commands Moses to pick up a snake squirming in front of him. When he

timidly picks it up it becomes a wooden stick and when he drops it on the

ground, it again becomes a living snake･ "It was his, heknew by the feel of it. It

was the rest of him''【454)･ So he achieves the "rest of him,''a post which

compensates fbr the emptiness of "a post hole･''According to Northrop FⅣe, in

discussing the Biblical Exodus, "a brazen serpent is placed on a pole by Moses

as preservation against the fatal bite of `fiery serpents'【Num. 21:9) … With an

underlying association between the lethal serpents and the serpent of Eden''

(Frye 172). The snake which trails John from the Garden of Eden to kill him is

tamed in仇e hand of Moses, bestowing the enomous power on him.

However, befわre God's bestowal of the snake rod, Hurston's Moses has

already proved himself to be a skillful tamer of the snake, In the preceding

chapters Moses hasjoumeyed to Koptos, in search of "the book ofThoth" which

his mentor Mentu told him about when Moses was still in the palace･ The book

was written by the Egyptian god of wisdom Thoth himself, containing all the

secret words which promise its reader infinite power. It lurks in the middle of

the Nile at Koptos, guarded by "a deathless snake" (388). In Koptos, he

vehemently fightswith the snake, and finally, "late in the third day, he beat the

snake and commanded the snake to meet him anywhere in the world that he

might call･ So the snake did not appear to resist him anymoreM r448). In

contrast to his literary precursor John Pearson, who kills the snakeand is to be

haunted by it, Moses doesn't killthe snake: he only tames it. Besides, he seems

to have succeeded in taming that rebellious daughter, the attendant of the
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snake, Before confronting the deathless snake, he makes offering to "Isis of

Koptos" (447) cleverly enough.What we should recall here is that in Jonah,

John's daughter-Hurston's fictional counterpart-is named "Isis," the same

name asthat of the Egyptiangoddess who resurrects her husband's body that

has been tom and thrown away in the Nilell. So without haunted neither by the

snake nor by the goddess/daughter, Moses gains secret words of the book of

Thoth.

Seen inthis light, one may safely say that in Hurston's Moses,the power of

Moses does not solely emanate from God. Adding a supplementalscene to the

Bible, Hurston reduces the impact of God's bestowal of the snake-rod. By

depicting Moses as a man who has already tamed the snake, she cancels the

soleness of God's authority. The same may be said, no doubt, of the whole

novel, Throughoutthe novel, the power and authority of God are weakened

comparedwith the originaltexL Howard observes that "interestingly, God as a

character does not figure largely in this reproduction of the biblicalsaga....And

strangely enough, Moses seem to have acquired most of his supematuralskills

not from God's but from other, more worldly sources" (Howard 1 16-7). Not only

does Hurston ascribe the "supematural" skills to something other thanGod,

but she even reduces "supernatural" events to natural phenomena. Moses'

initialcrossing of the Red Sea is not themiracle caused by God's unseen hand,

but the result of me low-tide of which an old man infbms Moses in exchange of

money (409)･Also, Moses sweetens water not by the Lord's instruction but by

his knowledge about chemical change (518). In contrast to JoTlaTI Which isru1ed

by the iron hand of God, in Moses, it is `THAT MIGHTY HAND" (338) of Moses

that controls the plot.

Furthermore, this mighty hand does not reconcile itself tothe position of a

symbol:

"Moses had lifted hisright hand in Midianand thepeOple feared iL The

first few times that he madethe gesture before a miracle nobody noticed

it particularly･ But when it kept on happening, thatright hand became a

sign of power of terrorand wonders, Then it quit being a sign of power to

the people; it became to them power itself." (445)

The right hand which does not commit the killing of the snake-or rather the

killing of the thing-is never to be subjugated to the Symbolic. What it

summons up is not the altemative representation of the lost, but the Presence
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itself: "it had a separate existence from the rest of his body. So when Moses

lifted hisright hand the smoke of the incense ceased to be smoke･ It became

the Presence" (446). Naturally, the mighty hand of the Presence neverallows his

people to worship an idol, a false representation of the Presence.While Moses
climbs the Mount Sinai to attain the Ten Commandments, Hebrews have Aaron

cast a golden calf and feast on it. iynle Calf and all its meaning andal1 thoughts

it collectedglimmered andwinked at Moses from its alter" (549) so Moses

clashes it with the stone tablets on which lies the Ten Commandments and in

breaking the idol, be destroys the sacred tablets themselves･ However, the

renewed tablets Moses brings become Godthemselves: "Moses tookthe tables

of testimony into the tabemacle and也e piuar of cloud went in behind Moses

and rested on thealtar, So that was the first timethat God had come inside the

house to livewith people" (554).What actually "comesinside the house" is of

course the stone tablets of the Law, and here the Law is equated with God.

Moses'right hand hence succeeds in bringing down the Law that enfolds the

Presence of God.

As Johnson points out, Hurston may have "Consciously identified with

Moses." In a letter to Guggenheim Foundation, Hurston wrote that "the desire

to write a definite study of voodoo was like 'a buming bush'flaming inside her"

lJohnson 18)-a direct reference to the initial theophany that happened to

Moses. Theright hand which brings out the Presence ofthething isanobject of

the novelist's unfulfilled dream. Novelists are those who re-present the lostwith

their right hands, wistfully looking back on the Eden they le托behind-or

perhaps, Eden is a place which emerges only when they conceive themselves as

having been expelled from there. So, however desperately the novelist Zora

Neale Hurston seeks to identifyherright handwith thatmighty hand of Moses,

hers will never summon up the Presence. What it could summon up is, at best,

an illusion. Hurston herself may have been aware of this, and perhaps it is this

awareness that set her to develop an idiosyncratic character, who is the

originator of the legend of Moses: Miriam the prophetess. Possibly, it is this

figure, rather thanMoses,with whom Hurston may have identified.

It is no exaggeration to say that the uniqueness of Hurston's story of Moses,

which diffTerentiates itself both from the Bibleand Freud's Moses, lies in her

innovation of the role of Miriam, The very legend that Moses is a Hebrew derives

from her. In the beginning of the novel, Pharaoh enacts a law that prohibits the

blrtb of the Hebrew boy. "Hebrew women shuddered with terror at the

indi∬erence of their wombs to the Egyptian law''(341), and血.om a certain
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rebellious womb is a boy born. Jochebed, the mother of the boy and Aaronand

Miriam, wouldn't allow her son to be killed･ So she decides to leave the baby in

the basket at the Nile, telling her daughter Miriam to keep an eye on it･ Unlike

the watchful daughter of the Bible, Hurston's Miriam snoozesand when she

wakes up, the basket has gone. Then the Princess comes for her bathing.

Miriam, who is fascinated by Princess's charmand completely forgets about her

helpless brother, finds "a dark, Oval object" (364), She thinks that it is a casket

in which the things for washing are kept, and that servants must have

carelessly forgotten to bring it home. After she returns home in ecstasy of

meeting the beautiful Princess, Jochebed frantically demands the whereabouts

of her son. Miriam, fearing the reproach, blurts out: Hyou see, mama, while I

was asleep, the basket with your baby in it moated down-stream and the

Princess saw it and took him home to the palace with her" (366). Of course she

lies. Iiowever, her act of powerfully grasping the noating signifier of "a dark oval

object"and stuffing itwith a tempting meaning captures the mind of Hebrews.

So "the Hebrew in the palace" becomes the legend and the girl becomes the

prophetess of the community, who skill爪111y decodes the meanings of symbols.

But again, like the prophet of Jonah is, the prophetess is doomed to be

defeated. Jealous of Moses and hiswife Zipporah, Miriam once plots to expel

Zipporah. Moses punishes her arrogance with the curse of leprosy, putting her

outside of the community for seven days. After the expulsion, she is haunted by

Moses'right hand, "Nowand then she would whisper to whoever happened to

be closed around. -He li托ed his right hand, I saw him do. He li托ed his right

hand and t71e tTltng come upon me. I felt it when it come. Hisright hand was

clothed in lightH'(558 italics mine)･ She who controls the symbol is to grovel in

front of the thing itself.

Despite her defeat-or perhapsal1 the more because of it-Hurston's text

highlights the death of Miriam almost to the extent that it bears a kind of

heroic solemnity, while the Bible-not to say Freud's text which speaks nothing

of her-devotes only one line to it. One day, on the desert of Zin. Miriamvisits

the tent of Moses for the first time after the leprosy. She silently but

persistently asks Moses to let her die. Moses seems to be perplexed at her

demand and asks her, "Do you think that I am God, Miriam?" And replies

Miriam: "Indeed, I don'tknow, Moses. That's what I been trying to figure out for

years‥‥Sometimes I thought God's voice in the tabernacle sounded mighty

much like yours''(573).What these words of the originator of the Moses legend

suggests is that even God might be the outcome of a collective illusion･ A托er
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talking with Moses, she moves to the door.

"Much obliged, Moses. Now I can go.''

"Much obliged for what, Miriam?"

"I felt yourright hand fall from over me. rm going on back to my tent and

rest." (574)

Her last prophecy is granted: "Miriam went back and laid down just like she

said she would, and the next morning they found her deadwith a bitter twist

on her mask of a face" (574)･ The prophetess dies to grant her own words, and

to prove the power of Moses'right hand. From the beginning, it was Miriam's

words that made Moses what he is. On his way back from her funeral, Moses

himself thinks: "He wondered if she had not been bom if he would have been

standing here in the desert of Zin. In fact, he wondered if the Exodus would

have taken place at all･-A mightything had happened in the world through the

stumblings of a woman who couldn't see where she was going" (575). According

to FIYe, the name Miriam connotes the mother of Jesus: "the third Sura of the

Koran appears to be identifying Miriamand Mary, Christian commentators on

the Koran naturally say that is ridiculous, but from the purelytypological

points of view from which the Koran is speaking, the identification makes good

sense" (Frye 172)I Hurston's Miriam is, in a sense, a Virgin Mary who conceives

Moses in the womb of a lie･ So in a gesture similar to enshrining his mother's

tomb, he orders a great tomb for Miriam: "she needed a big tomb so the

generations that come after wouldknow and remember her" (575).

A托er all, the novelist Zora Neale Hurston herself is a Miriam-like prophetess

who interprets the sacred words of the other and hand them doⅦ1 tO the reader

of her novel･ Her eyes had been yeamingly watching God, who never allows her

to have that mightyhand of Moses from which the Law of the Father emanates.

She would never be able to obtain the Law, nor would she appropriate the

language of the other. But she can, certainly, act out her lie as Miriam does,

powerfully assigning attractive meanings to the language of the other. At the

end of her prワject of rewriting the Biblical saga, Hurston made a radical

interpretation on the Bible, According to the Deuteronomy, God fわrbids Moses

to enter the Promised Land, "So Moses the servant of the LORD died there in

the land of Moab, over against Beth-peor: but no man knoweth of his sepulcher

unto this day" 【Deut: 34:5-6)･ Hurston grasped this last line and giving it

another meaning: nobodyknows where his body is because he doesn't die-not
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at least there.

Hurston'S Moses goes up to the Mount Nebo not according to the command

of God, but by his 0-1wi11･ From the summit, he looks dowll at the camp of the

Hebrews, recollecting his life. Hethinks:

He was still haleand strong. None of his natural powers had failed him

yet･ He had ten good active years ahead of him, barring the accident.

Maybe twenty years....But one day he must not die as other men died,

And they looked upon him as different from other men and followed him

only through fearand awe･When he sickendand crumbled like ordinary

men, what would become of his laws and statutes? No, Moses must not

die among the Hebrews. They must not see him die. 【593)

So Moses begins to build his owntomb on Mount Nebo, "He would end in

mystery as he had come. Then his laws would stand" (593). He decides to kill

himself in behalf of the Law･ However, he changes his mind, In collecting the

stones to build his tomb, he findsanold lizard under one stone, The lizard

infoms him of another old lizard living on Mount Sinai, who is "a keeper of our

memories''(594) and even knows "how the world was made, and heavens''

(594)I Then Moses decides to go back to Mount Sinai to ask the lizard questions

aboutthe beginning of the world. `ne voice of the thunder leaped from peak to

plainand Moses stood inthemidst of itand said `Farewell/ men he tuned

with a firmtreadand descended the other side of the mountain and headed

back over the years" 【595)･ Thus Hurston reenacts the enigmatic Biblical

phrase, "but no man knoweth of his sepulcher unto this day," giving it an

altemative meaning, so that the novel endswithout killing the Father. He who

is not murdered win not haunt the novelist.

As we have seen, Hurston primarily had bone herself as a novelist in a

literaⅣ act of murdering her father in JoTlah's Gourd Ⅵne, In narrating his life

and assigning his death a symbolic meaning, she usurped the poetic language

Df her fatherand was ostensibly throughwith him. However, the repressed

murder haunted herand the dead father retumed, this time in a more abstract

form. The return of the repressed reaches its fruition in Moses, Marl OJ tTte

Mountain,and its protagonist Moses overcomes allthe defects John had. And

Hurston herself did not repeat a mistake she made in Jonafl: In the same
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gesture as Moses tames the snakewithout killing it, she reconciledwith the

Father without killing him. Moses'tombstone, like Phallus, erects itself

magnificently but meaninglessly, for beneath the stone there is nothing-

strangely enough, similar to Hurston's own, which Alice Walker built later

without ever丘nding the exact place where Hurston's body lies.

ⅣOtes

1 Most representative of these studies is FranGOise Lionnet, who maintains that

"lt]he death scene of the speechless mother becomes the motivation for writing"

(Lionnet 1116). Gates 【183), Ciuba (119), Holloway 【1 18), hold the similarviews.

2　Hurston's biographer Robert I-Iemenway comments that '.ShealSo admittedthat

the stoly bad been in her mind since 1929" (Hemenway 188), b山her March 24, 1927

letter to Dorothy West suggests that she is wdting on a novel-and Carla Kaplan, the

editor of her letters, speculates that "a novel''may refer to JonaTt's Gourd Vine,

【Kaplan 95)

3　Barbara Speismanregards the Biblical wormas snake itself: "In many religions

the wom is considered a representative of snake" (Speisman 89). However, without

further evidence we cannot develop this notion inthisargument.

4　Speismanand Keith Carh打ight also point out the significance of snake-motif in

Hurston's work, especially connecting itwith Hurston's keeninterest in Voodoo.

5　Howard likewise obseⅣes that "lt】he direction of the story is determined by

【John'S] insatiable desire fわr the mesh of the women and the tension that exists

between the desire and his desire fわr the ministry and the Word of God''【Howard 75).

Anthony Wilson emphasizes the dichotomy of the bodily and the spiritual in the

novel-especially the latter encroachingand repressing the former-regarding the

modernization as an evil and iITeSistible force that makes John sacri丘ce the bodily,

prelapsarian intuitive wholeness.

6　Speisman maintains that …lt】he train, which appears throughout the novel,

providesanother symbolic representation of the snake" (Speisman90),and Howard

points out the similarity between the descriptions of John's snake-killingand that of

John's owndeath in the trainaccident, implyingthatthe death of John canbe seen

as a revenge of仇e dead snake transfbmed in the shape of train 【Howard 85). But

neither of them further delves into the meaning the train metaphor carries in the

novel･ Only Ciuba who suggests that "the novel's maTW Snake images coIⅣerge in lthe】

Tlnalmechanicalworm" (Ciuba 130), carefully analyses the train metaphorinJohn's

last sermon as well as his first encounterwith itand the train's killing of John, but

he fails tofully explainwhy the snake has to transforminto the train to kill John,

though hisargumentthat in this novel, language is central to the plot is plausible
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enough and co汀eSpOndswith mine.

7　Freud regards the rite of Communion as a relic of …totem meal'': "the Christian

ceremoIV Of Holy Communion, in which the believer incorporates the Saviour's blood

and mesh, repeats the content of the old totem meals-no doubts only its affectionate

meaning. expressing of veneration, and not in its aggressive meaning" (Freud 87).

Herself an anthropologist, Hurston held the same view. She wrote to Franz Boas: …Is it

safe for me to say that baptism is an extension of water worship as a part of

pantheismjust as the sacrament is an extension of cannibalism?" (Kaplan 137).
8 John's entering into sermoning will be another illustration of his joyful

nonchalance about delivering the discourse of others. As mentioned earlier, John

starts delivering semons by impersonating the preacher he saw at Sunday Church in

Sanford. "On Sunday John and his breaster went into town to church‥‥ Back in

camp that night, John preached the semon himselHbr the entertainment of the men

who had stayed in camp and he aped the gestures of the preacher so accurately that

the crown hung half-way between laughter and awe" (91). Ilis first sermon was

ventriloquism "for the entertainment･"Also, what makes him beat Rev･ Felton Cozy,

his competitor supported by his opponent Deacon Harris, is his highlyperformative

language, not its meaning (132). For him, language is sheerlyperformative. John's

words were consumed like music, mere signifiers, entertaining the ear of the

congregation regardless of its meaning.

9　As Freud and Lacan have shown through the famous episode of ufort/da,"

language, the ultimate symbol, emerges inthe very act of the veiling of the lost object･

The deserted infant has a spool represent the absent mother through the play of

throwing and retrieving it, yelling "fort (absent)/da tpresent)･" In so doing he manages

to symbolically handle the absence/presence of his mother, thus to control the object･

However, such a control enables itself only through the abandonment of the object: in

order to control the object, it must be "lost/'The subject acquires representation only

through the abandonment of the existence of the mother, or "the thing itself." The

acquisition of language then means two things: on the one hand, the subject

abandons a euphoric relationshipwith the mother and the thing itself, suffering the

expulsion from the Garden of Eden. On the other hand, at the sacrifice of the death of

the thing itself, the subject gains a magicalstick which evokes an illusionary

representation of the lost object･ And in order to handle this magical stick, one has to

cross the threshold of the Symbolic･ The representation/Symbol which is established

through the killing of the thing is structured in such a way that it enfわlds a void in its

center･ The signifier itself does not signifyanything･ An arbitrary signifier/Symbol

becomes, however, the source oHoundation or community when it is organized in the

form of the communal code oHanguage･ So language, the enomous network of

symbolization, is always already somebody else'S: it bears the othemess, So much so

that the subject can never fully articulate himself through words. Therealways

remains a vast schism between the words and what they should have signified. See
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Jacque Lacan "The Function and Field of Speechand Language in Psychoanalysis," in

EcTits 237-268, for more detailed discussion.

10　Blyden Jackson observes that 'lf]or intensity, bittemess, truculence, and stridency

of tone lendemic to AfricanAmerican protest novel, Moses] substitutes humor and, on

the streng仇of仇at substitution alone, Confers upon itself something or a distinction

among all poetry aIld the prose ever written by American blacks''【Jackson 156)･

Caron sees "a politically liberating laugh" in this novel, which destabilize the stiff

interpretation of the Southem white Protestantism, which has depended on Bible for

its defense of slavery (Caron 86). Mark ChristianThompson and Barbara Johnson

emphasize the historical background of Hurston's writing of the novel, and Thompson

points out fascistic nature not only in Egyptian Pharaoh, butalso in Moses himself･
ll 1iurston also used the name "Isis" for her fictional alter ego in her short story

"Drenched in Light''【1924).
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